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Executive summary 72 

RNP 1/0.3 Arrival Routes for Rotorcraft and for IFR, VFR and mixed VFR-IFR flights 73 

Within the development of PinS approaches and SNI concept into VFR FATOs, the requirements for 74 
connecting low-level IFR routes based on navigation specification of RNP 1/0.3 to these new 75 
approaches needs to be developed and assessed. Those routes could provide a consistent path for 76 
navigation to and away the approach phase. Design requirements are already defined: RNP 1 in 77 
general and RNP 0.3 where necessary (constraining environment).  For reference check PBN Manual 78 
(Doc 9613) 4th ed, Chapter 3 and Chapter 7. Those new low level routes are based on RNP 0.3 79 
specification, that is for helicopters and low speed airplane only. According to  PBN Manual, the RNP 80 
0.3 Navigation specification has been defined primarily for helicopter applications (e.g low level 81 
routes). Dedicated rotorcraft routes not only will increase the Airspace capacity, but will improve 82 
safety, equity and accessibility in TMA. Furthermore the management of peculiar helicopter 83 
characteristics could be  done with more efficiency and predictability than others. Routes are totally 84 
IFR compliant and guarantee high degree of safety and fly-ability in relation to altitudes (decrease the 85 
possibility to encounter icing condition), better separation among other rotorcraft or low speed 86 
aircrafts, and separation by design is assured in TMA. This features alleviate the ATCO workload. 87 

Because of the low altitude, reversion to DME/DME navigation is likely not possible. Moreover, most 88 
rotorcraft and GA do not have DME/DME navigation capabilities. So, in case of GNSS loss, 89 
contingency procedures relying on ATC guidance needs to be used. 90 

BACKGROUND 91 

The continued growth of traffic and the need to provide greater flight efficiency makes it necessary to 92 
optimise available airspace. This is being achieved worldwide by enhanced Air Traffic Management 93 
and by exploiting technological advancements in the fields of Communication, Navigation and 94 
Surveillance. More specifically, the application of Area Navigation techniques, in all phase of flight, 95 
contributes directly to improved airspace optimisation. 96 

In the near future, satellite-based instrumental flight procedures will radically change the way 97 
rotorcraft are operated, improving transportation inter-modality and efficiency. The peculiar rotorcraft 98 
capabilities of tight turns, steep climb and descent, combined to dedicated PBN-IFR procedures 99 
based on GNSS, will allow to avoid noise sensitive populated areas, interact with the conventional air 100 
traffic without interfering, and operate in optimal ways in obstacle-rich urban environments, increasing 101 
availability and safety even at night and in low visibility conditions. 102 

The goal is a synchronised and predictable European ATM system, where partners and stakeholders 103 
are aware of the business and operational situations and collaborate to optimise the network.  104 

The introduction of RNP will optimise route structures and automation. With the support of 105 
management tools, these will grant benefits in terms of safety, and flight efficiency improvements. 106 
Rotorcraft characteristic/needs and Airspace management needs can be matched using dedicated 107 
Low Level IFR routes PBN based [AOM-0810]. 108 

In this scenario has been envisaged the necessity to address and introduce new OI [AOM-0810] 109 
taking into consideration the existing rotorcraft needs in order to fulfil the SESAR gap into rotorcraft 110 
operations. 111 

FINAL REMARK 112 

In the future the incorporation of Enhanced low level IFR routes PBN based using satellite 113 
augmentation [AOM-0810] in medium/high dense airspace will consider the Increased TMA and ATM 114 
Performance through independent and dedicated IFR rotorcraft operations at low level. 115 
That rotorcraft operational improvements, will facilitate the ability of the SESAR project to meet its 116 
stated aims, and in particular considering the PBN concept offers many advantages over the existing 117 
sensor-specific ATS IFR routes: 118 

• Reduces the need for and reliance on sensor- specific, ground-based navigation aids (NDB, 119 
VOR, DME, GBAS) and reduces the cost of maintaining the ground-based navigation 120 
infrastructure; 121 
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• Allows more efficient use of airspace by increasing airspace capacity and improving 122 
operational efficiency, by reducing environmental impact and increasing aircraft fuel 123 
efficiency; 124 

• Improves Airspace accessibility and flight safety; 125 
• Avoids need for development of sensor-specific operations with each new evolution of 126 

navigation systems, which would be cost-prohibitive; 127 
• Clarifies the way in which RNAV systems are used; 128 
• Reduces pilot workload without safety issues by requiring precise on-board equipment; 129 
• Reduces controllers workload for en-route phases based on PBN to reduce or even future 130 

replace radar vectoring. 131 
 132 
Summarised by KPA and by SESAR pillars: 133 

• Seamless transition from en-route to Terminal Routes 134 
• To increase safety operational level 135 
• To improve efficiency 136 
• To reduce costs  137 
• To increase Airspace capacity 138 
• To reduce the environmental impact of noise and pollution (i.e: reduce fuel burn, reducing 139 

flight time, noise abatement segment/routes) 140 
as consequence has been needed to investigate/asses the merging of tailored IFR rotorcraft routes 141 
RNP1/0.3 based, in the actual airspace architecture in P04.10 project/validation activities. 142 
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1 Introduction 143 

1.1 Purpose of the document 144 

This deliverable aims at providing guidance about the SESAR Solution YY (LLR – Low Level IFR 145 
Routes) routes for Rotorcraft and its implementation;  146 

It records information to be added on top of what already exists. This information is about 147 
environment, operational scenarios, safety & performance requirements, regulation and any other 148 
information that will allow the community to understand the state of the art at the end of SESAR. In 149 
addition to the information coming from the project P04.10, this document considers the outcomes of 150 
relevant Demo projects 151 

This concept is addressed in the context of Operational Package PAC02, SPC02.01, Operational 152 
Focus Area 02.01.01-Optimised 2D/3D Routes, specifically referring to the concept of Low Level IFR 153 
Routes (AOM-0810 Integration into the TMA route structure of optimised Low Level IFR route network 154 
for rotorcraft using RNP-1/RNP-0.3) 155 

1.2 Intended readership 156 

This document is intended for the following audience written for: 157 

• P04.02: Consolidation of operational concept definition and validation (En-route) 158 

• P05.02: Consolidation of Operational Concept Definition and Validation (TMA) 159 

• OFA 02.01.01 Coordinator 160 

• EHA: European Helicopter Association 161 

• LSD.02.09 PROuD (PBN Rotorcraft Operations under Demonstration) 162 

The main affected stakeholders are the Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs), aircraft 163 
manufacturers (Rotorcraft), airspace users and airports operators2, as they are affected by the 164 
implementation of the operative strategically solutions concerning the enhancement of the en-route 165 
flight phases addressed. 166 

1.3 Structure of the document 167 

This document is comprised of six sections: 168 

1. Introduction: Introduces the document 169 

2. Detailed Operating Method: Description of the current operating methods related to Rotorcraft in 170 
SESAR environment. In the second part of the chapter is showed the new operating method 171 
introduced by P4.10 according to OFAs and related OI addressed 172 

3. Detailed Operational Environment: Define the characteristics of the operational environment in 173 
which RC fly LLR, the roles and responsibility and the constraints. 174 

4. Use Cases: Describe the P.4.10 use cases 175 

5. Requirements: Describes the functional or operational requirements applicable  176 

6. E_OCVM Life cycle description & Validation activities results: E_OCVM Life cycle description 177 
& Validation activities results; 178 

 179 

                                                      
2 The Airport Operators are not officially part of the P04.10 (It means that they aren’t included in the list of Project 04.10 
Members). Nevertheless, they have been involved several times during designing of procedures and within the process of 
being drafted of the internal (ANPS) Risk Assessment Report to be submitted to the National Regulator (ENAC - Italian Civil 
Aviation Authority) before performing the flight operations (Live Trial VP-818). 
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2 Detailed Operating Method 186 

2.1 Previous Operating Methods 187 

Today, Rotorcraft reach their best operational performances, when flying unconstrained in VFR flight 188 
rules, an operating mode really dependent upon weather conditions and visibility. During winter 189 
months this way to operate can be adversely affected, by foggy  cloudy weather and icing conditions 190 
which can prevent Rotorcraft to proceed VFR or make them subject to delays when operating to/from 191 
a controlled airspace (i.e: CTR) in a dense medium complexity ATM airspace 192 

At present, there are many helicopters which are IFR certified and characterized by advanced avionic 193 
standards. When these rotorcraft are flying in IFR mode, due to the lack of rotorcraft specific routes, 194 
they are used to fly the same flight routes (airways) designed for aircraft. 195 

These routes, being specifically designed for fixed-wing A/C, are constraining for rotorcraft implying 196 
important limitation on their operations as they have flight profiles which are not optimised for this 197 
category of operations. In particular rotorcraft categories have different needs and possibility in terms 198 
of descent rate and speed profile in order to optimise their performances. 199 

Forcing them along the same routes (designed for fixed wing) can delay their operations to/from 200 
airports, and to/from ATM airspace with a negatively impact on the operations of either rotorcraft and 201 
either commercial fixed-wing A/C, increasing also Air Traffic Controller workload. 202 

In current operations arriving and departing helicopters aiming to be insert in a management airspace 203 
structures within published routes and procedures rotorcraft specific are not totally compatible with 204 
their needs. Rather than proceeding directly to a final destination, rotorcraft are routed in such a 205 
matter that additional flight time is required, fuel management becomes a critical factor, passengers 206 
are impacted negatively and often experiencing delay. In order to avoid penalties to rotorcraft and 207 
commercial IFR aircraft, since no tailored routes are available taking into account the different 208 
performances achievable by helicopters with respect to aircraft, future harmonisation and 209 
developments will be needed.. 210 

Regarding the synchronisation of air and ground trajectories, rotorcraft flight plans may be modified 211 
during the flight for different reasons (weather change, local routings that are unknown to aircrew, 212 
change messages being delayed or not treated …), and these changes are not always known by all 213 
actors involved in the control of the flight. 214 

Depending on the proximity of other traffic, these cases are currently caught by: 215 

• Traffic Collision Avoidance Systems (TCAS)216 

• Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA)217 

• System conformance monitoring aids218 

• Controller monitoring.219 

Once the discrepancy has been raised, a lengthy controller pilot conversation ensues in order to re-220 
synchronise the flight plans of the airborne and ground systems. 221 

This uses up valuable frequency time and takes the controller away from their primary task of 222 
maintaining the separation of the other traffic. 223 

Besides, this process is error prone: the clearance must be transmitted correctly, it must be heard and 224 
transcribed correctly, it must be read back correctly, it must be heard correctly, it must be checked 225 
against the initial clearance correctly and finally entered in to the FMS correctly. This must be done 226 
over R/T with its inherent “noise”, when the R/T is available (a scarce resource) and when the 227 
controller is not occupied with other tasks. 228 

Speed control gives a certain predictability in the path the rotorcraft will fly, but is less accurate in 229 
achieving the required time over a waypoint. It does however have the advantage of being a positive 230 
control instruction that provides controllers with known parameters. 231 
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Time management requires the use of an airborne flight management system function known as the 232 
Required Time of Arrival (RTA). Only the most modern FMS have this function. When using time 233 
management the current position of the flight is known as is the end state (where it will be at a certain 234 
time) but the path in between these two points is variable as different FMS/airframe combinations 235 
manage the speed variation differently. 236 

Because of the gap in the knowledge of how the aircraft will adjust its speed, controllers are reluctant 237 
to use time control. It is however sometimes used in very low traffic situations where the flight can be 238 
constantly monitored and there is no expected traffic that would be influenced by any change. 239 

2.2 New SESAR Operating Methods 240 

The rationale of the new operating Method is the coherent involvement in SESAR project of the need 241 
to properly consider all the possible air platform requirements in the development of the new ATM 242 
system allowing the correct integration of the rotorcraft element in the Single European Sky. 243 
In the near future, satellite-based instrumental flight procedures will radically change the way 244 
Rotorcraft are operated, improving transportation inter-modality and both ATM and flight efficiency. 245 
The goal is a synchronised and predictable European ATM system, where partners and stakeholders 246 
are aware of the business and operational situations and collaborate to optimise the network. This 247 
first step initiates arrival time prioritisation together with wide use of data-link and the deployment of 248 
initial trajectory based operations, reflected in optimizing 2D/3D routes, moving then to i4D trajectory 249 
management. 250 
The introduction of RNP will optimise route structures and automation. The Rotorcraft 251 
characteristic/needs and Airspace management needs can be matched by developing PBN based 252 
Low Level IFR routes in Medium dense / Medium complexity airspace (e.g. Milan TMA). 253 
In this scenario the concept is addressing a new OI AOM-0810  taking into consideration the existing 254 
rotorcraft needs in order to fulfil the SESAR gap into rotorcraft operations. 255 
The incorporation of rotorcraft optimised 2D/3D routes (i.e: low level IFR routes) operations in medium 256 
dense constraints Airspace with its selected OFA 02.01.01 (within P.4.10) 01 and the concept related 257 
to the OFA 01.03.01 reflected the necessity to insert a dedicated operational Improvement for 258 
dedicated rotorcraft Low Level IFR routes: 259 

• Integration into the TMA route structure of optimised Low Level IFR route network for260 
rotorcraft using RNP-1/RNP-0.3 [AOM-0810].261 

This rotorcraft operational improvement, associated with SNI operation concept at airports will 262 
facilitate the ability of the SESAR project to meet its stated aims like: 263 

• To increase safety operational level264 

• To improve efficiency265 

• To reduce costs266 

• To increase Airspace capacity267 

• To improve access to busy and dense/complexity TMA architecture268 

• To reduce the environmental impact of noise and pollution (i.e: reduce fuel burn, reducing269 
flight time)270 

2.3 Differences between new and previous Operating Methods 271 
These operations with the relevant new OIs dedicated to rotorcraft will address the needs to 272 
investigate rotorcraft operations in en-route and in terminal airspace of airports as well as operations 273 
to and from heliports, located in congested or dense Airspace terminal area. The navigation 274 
specification of RNP1 and 0.3 accuracy may also be needed in en-route, in order to support operation 275 
at low level altitudes in mountainous remote areas and for airspace capacity reasons in medium 276 
density and complexity airspace. Rotorcraft with full IFR capabilities and low noise technologies will 277 
integrate smoothly into the air transport system [AOM-0810]. 278 
This will require the rotorcraft to feature specific navigation and approach capabilities to enable it to 279 
take off from aerodromes (i.e: helipad, heliport, small airports, and so on) enter the dedicated altitude 280 
IFR structure (Low Level IFR Routes), penetrate in IMC and finally land onto another helipad in most 281 
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weather conditions. Such capabilities are nowadays made available by the rapid developing satellite-282 
based technologies. 283 
The success of this type of operations conducted by rotorcraft is to allow a fast point-to-point transport 284 
system (see the emerging concept of city smart mobility) based on ground infrastructures in the 285 
nearest vicinity or inside cities and densely populated areas; separated or either integrated from busy 286 
airports that are more and more often developed tens of miles away from the city centres. 287 
To better understand which could be the main issues for rotorcraft insertion and management flying in 288 
the ATC environment, the current rotorcraft constraints are analysed. Rotorcraft can be operated for 289 
fast and direct transportation: they can be a direct link with virtually no delays. However, if the weather 290 
conditions do not allow VFR flight (VMC, Visual Meteorological Conditions), this trip takes on a 291 
significantly different structure when considering flight within the current IFR route structure. 292 
Fast and direct transportation is necessary to maintain a positive profit margin. The increase in 293 
mission time is one of the main concerns. If a pilot or operator has a choice with regard to operating 294 
under VFR or IFR, many do not choose to fly IFR due to these additional time constraints. 295 
Furthermore, the current fixed-wing IFR environment does not offer the direct routing that rotorcraft 296 
operators need to actively participate in IFR operations. 297 
Published routes are partially compatible with rotorcraft needs. Rather than proceeding directly to a 298 
final destination, rotorcraft are routed in such a matter that additional flight time is required, fuel 299 
management becomes a critical factor, and operations are impacted negatively. 300 
Also other factors as which like operational altitude to fly were considered. There are different reasons 301 
that lead to select the correct altitudes considering: icing, noise abatement and efficiency issue. 302 

• Icing is the greatest concern, indeed when flying under IFR, rotorcraft must fly at altitudes and303 
along routes originally designated for fixed-wing aircraft. It is at these altitudes that icing is304 
more likely to occur.305 

• At the same time, they must be aware of the noise impact of flying at lower altitudes that may306 
be costly due to the potential of negative community reaction.307 

• The “efficiency” is a reason for selecting a lower altitude because it takes longer to reach and308 
descend from higher altitudes and also requires more fuel. Another concern operating IFR is309 
the lack of alternate airports or heliports along the designated IFR routes. Pilots are required310 
to carry enough fuel to land at an alternate in case their original destination goes below311 
minimums or is closed due to unforeseen circumstances such as heavy snow, severe icing, or312 
ground incidents/accidents. This problem is exacerbated because there are not many IFR313 
capable alternates available along the designated routes within range of their reserve fuel314 
supply.315 

Rotorcraft transportation is primarily intended to be short distance, approximately 250-350 miles. Any 316 
additional routing other than direct point-to-point towards the primary advantages associated with 317 
rotorcraft operation. In fact, the overall rotorcraft advantage can be effectively eliminated. 318 
Development of specific IFR routes is considered as the key enabler for enhancing flight safety and 319 
service reliability of rotorcraft operations. Today, satellite navigation (GNSS) and the augmentation 320 
systems open the way to the development and the implementation of rotorcraft-specific low level IFR 321 
routes. 322 
Specific SBAS-based procedures will provide accurate guidance for rotorcraft flying on specific IFR 323 
flight paths: 324 
Rotorcraft applications (Corporate, Offshore Oil&Gas Support, Search & Rescue, Emergency Medical 325 
Services (HEMS)) require absolute flexibility supported by point-to-point IFR access to both 326 
congested airport and inaccessible locations. This imply for instance not only the development of a 327 
IFR procedures for rotorcraft that will not interfere with traffic requiring a runway for take-off and 328 
landing but also a net of dedicated routes which are helicopter tailored aimed to easily increased RC 329 
operation maintain high safety level in the Terminal Area. 330 
For example in European countries, the IFR route network designed, is generally based on RNAV 5 331 
routes at standard aircraft flight levels. 332 
This standard IFR route network constraining rotorcraft to fly, in most cases, significantly higher than 333 
FL30, that are altitudes generally not used by rotorcraft due the high probability to encounter icing 334 
conditions. 335 
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Moreover, e.g., the HEMS (Helicopter Emergency Medical Services) have a strong interest to go from 336 
one hospital to another one in IFR but high altitudes routes are not adapted for two main reasons: 337 

• the distance between two hospitals is generally short and it would not be efficient to climb to338 
fly at such IFR levels;339 

• with some pathologies, HEMS rotorcraft cannot climb too much without danger for the340 
patients (the danger comes when flying above FL100 in an unpressurised rotorcraft or when341 
climbing or descending too quickly, at say above 1000 ft/min).342 

Much Rotorcraft technology has been already developed but in some cases isn’t properly considered 343 
or  it is not yet approved for these kind of operations. 344 
The aforementioned capabilities, coupled with the large variety of operational tasks carried out by the 345 
Rotorcraft, demand (require) a flexible and rapid response from an ATM system. However, the current 346 
ATM and airspace system has been developed essentially for the purposes of fixed-wing aircraft 347 
traffic without taking care of rotorcraft specific needs. This structuring is often reflected in the concept 348 
of operation of present and future ATM systems. 349 
The Executive summary is the basis on which has been provided comments and suggestions taking 350 
into account Rotorcrafts needs to DOD’s 4.02 and 5.02. 351 
In the near future, GNSS and the PBN navigation specification within Low level IFR routes [AOM-352 
0810], will allow to avoid noise sensitive populated areas, interact with the conventional air traffic 353 
without interfering, merging the actual ATM architecture with future development and operate in 354 
optimal ways in obstacle-rich urban environments, increasing availability and safety even at night and 355 
in low visibility conditions. 356 
The introduction of RNP will optimise route structures and automation. With the support of 357 
management tools, these will grant benefits in terms of safety, and flight efficiency improvements. 358 
Rotorcraft characteristic/needs and Airspace management needs can be matched using dedicated 359 
Low level IFR route PBN based [AOM-0810]. 360 
The introduction of optimised Low Level IFR route in the new ATM architecture considering rotorcraft 361 
specific operational scenario will improve KPIs likes: 362 

• Safety363 

• Capacity/traffic synchronisation364 

• Operational Efficiency365 

Helicopter are not pressurised, and maximum constraint allowed altitude is FL100 (10000ft/3000m). 366 
Most helicopters have no anti-ice capabilities on board, and the risk of encountering icing conditions 367 
increases with standard IFR altitude. For these reasons IFR flight levels are often too high. 368 
Considering rotorcraft specific operation mission (e.g: HEMS) flying higher imply health disease of on-369 
board patients. For this specific aspect the recommended altitude for this kind of patient in critical 370 
condition is less than 3000 ft AGL.  Nevertheless has to be considered the safety and environment 371 
aspect when visual flight are conducted at very low height (500 ft or sometime less) in order to stay 372 
below clouds in marginal weather conditions. This is a cause of frequent accident and impacts 373 
environment (noise footprint). 374 
The use of route structures, including very Low Level IFR routes, will however be available for civil 375 
and military operation that require such support. When major hubs are close, the entire are below a 376 
certain level will be operated as an extended terminal area, with route structures eventually extending 377 
also into en-route airspace to manage the climbing and descending flows from and into the airports or 378 
other operating sites concerned. 379 
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3 Detailed Operational Environment 380 
Project activities were aimed to provide evidences about the feasible implementation of an operational 381 
environment model in the ATM system. The model definition is built up on a busy TMA supplied with a 382 
set of airspace resources (e.g. very low altitude Routes, low level corridors, tailored Instrument Flight 383 
Procedures) and ad-hoc Operational Procedures (e.g. special VFR clearances) to support Rotorcraft 384 
operations, under IFR, filling at best their operational needs while minimizing penalizations for other 385 
Airspace Users. Furthermore, the concept was based on the implementation of a subset of technical 386 
enablers to improve the interoperability with other AUs/ATC (enhanced surveillance via ADS-B) and 387 
to increase the availability of information in the cockpit (e.g. weather information, NOTAMs). 388 
Aim and need of the rotorcraft project were to investigate/asses the connection of RNP1/0.3 low level 389 
IFR route attested in a medium/high density and complexity ATM airspace with a possible low level 390 
IFR network. 391 
The scope of the project was focused on: 392 

• Development of dedicated connections between Low Level IFR routes (RNP 1 / 0.3) for a393 
whole strategic net of Low Level IFR network.394 

The proposed project has had specifically addressed the acquisition of new knowledge on rotorcraft. It 395 
is expected that the project would lead to the achievement of a major milestone in the rotorcraft 396 
development process by demonstrating technological feasibility and by preparing the ground for 397 
further development on the way to a flying demonstrator. 398 
The main project objectives have been: 399 

• To validate the Rotorcraft operations concept;400 

• To investigate and evaluate the introduction of Rotorcraft operations in the European Air401 
Traffic Management System;402 

• To assess the impact on SESAR operations in the current and future Rotorcraft system403 
architectures;404 

• To solve Rotorcraft interoperability issue when Rotorcraft GNSS IFR tracks are published in405 
an uncontrolled airspace (class G airspace)406 

3.1 Operational Characteristics 407 

Low Level IFR Routes could be designed according different Navigation Specification. In P.04.10 has 408 
been considered RNP1 and RNP0.3 accordingly to specific airspace constraints, which imply a more 409 
tighter semi-width corridor. 410 

According to ICAO data and foreseen included in the PBN manual, chapter 7 implementing RNP 0.3, 411 
a number of navigation systems using GNSS for positioning are capable of performing RNP 0.3 412 
operations if suitably integrated into the flight display system. The RNP 0.3 specification takes 413 
advantage of known functionality and the on-board performance monitoring and alerting capability of 414 
many TSO-C145/C146 GPS systems which are installed in a wide range of IFR helicopters. , 415 

RNP 0.3 Navigation specification would identify a single accuracy requirement (lateral accuracy of 416 
±0.3NM for at least 95% of the total flight time) as being applicable to all phases of flight from 417 
departure to the final approach fix: en-route operations, arrival and departure procedures and initial 418 
and intermediate approaches, by enabling to design narrow routes with reduced protection area width 419 
based on this accuracy requirement. 420 

The RNP 0.3 operations require an on-board performance monitoring and alerting function based on 421 
0.3NM for all phases of flight. The use of coupled AFCS (Automatic Flight Control System) for all RNP 422 
0.3 operations is strongly recommended to comply with the required performance. 423 

The development of RNP 0.3 routes based in this operational case on ABAS and SBAS equipment is 424 
then the solution identified by P.4.10 to meet helicopter operational needs. 425 

Low-level routes are intended to be addressed through the RNP 0.3 navigation specification. The 426 
Advanced RNP navigation specification is foreseen to endorse RNP operations from the en-route to 427 
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452 
Figure 1: Rotorcraft possible internal functional architecture wrt ATC/ATS (LLR) 453 

Considering LLR under CNS scheme, it should be identified: 454 

Communication 455 

• ADS-B out capability as future implementation in this specific Rotorcraft operations.456 

457 

Navigation 458 

• A dedicated NAV DB including all procedures (e.g. PinS departure and approaches on459 
LIMC/LIML airports and LLR in Milan TMA) shall be storable and retrievable from helicopter460 
Navigation system and not modifiable by pilot.461 

• Navigation functions and capabilities from the Navigation database shall be available to pilots462 
in order to comply with possible ATCO route requirements.463 

• Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS):464 

• The AFCS is capable to follow the steering provided by the FMS in the horizontal and465 
vertical/longitudinal (during approach phase only) planes through:466 

a) IAS steering, during the approach, for deceleration at Initial and Final speeds467 
(longitudinal guidance);468 

b) Roll Steering (lateral guidance);469 

c) Vertical Speed Steering, during the approach, to comply with FMS computed VPATH470 
(vertical guidance).471 

Surveillance 472 

• Radar coverage473 

Besides, FMS steering are within AFCS internal limitations in terms of deceleration rate, maximum 474 
bank angle and maximum vertical speed. All the RNAV approaches and LLR en-route procedure are 475 
loaded from NAV DB in both FMS system. 476 
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3.1.1 Airspace 477 

It is expected that the operations are fully conducted within controlled airspace. The operations begin 478 
in en-route controlled airspace in the cruise phase of flight and continue into terminal airspace until 479 
approach to the airport FATOs. 480 

Performance Based Navigation (PBN) procedures will be used to systemise/optimise route structures 481 
and procedures, primarily for SIDs and STARs in TMA. 482 

It is assumed that the lateral spacing between parallel STAR segments being flown by RNP1 (or 483 
RNP0.3 where operationally suitable) flights in the TMA while RNP-based arrival and departure routes 484 
are made available to the Airborne Navigation Systems to plan the descent and climb accordingly to 485 
the final insertion waypoint to/from LLR.. 486 

For the TMA operations, the establishment of a LLR requires the introduction of rotorcraft specific 487 
corridors, according to routes design requirements  based on ICAO DOC. 9613 with regards specific 488 
RNP 0.3 navigation specification. 489 

Considering rotorcraft specific and tailored LLR, create the need for a specification that has a single 490 
accuracy of 0.3 NM for all phases of flight, recognizing that such a specification would enable a 491 
significant part of the IFR helicopter fleet to obtain benefits from PBN. Specifically, the operations they 492 
had in view included: 493 

1. Reduced protected areas, potentially enabling separation from fixed wing traffic to allow494 
simultaneous non-interfering operations in dense terminal airspace;495 

2. Low-level routes in obstacle-rich environments reducing exposure to icing environments;496 

3. Seamless transition from en route to terminal route;497 

4. More efficient terminal routing in an obstacle-rich or noise-sensitive terminal environment,498 
specifically in consideration of helicopter emergency service IFR operations between499 
hospitals;500 

5. Transitions to helicopter point-in-space approaches and for helicopter departures (already501 
developed in a dedicated deliverable: Solution Guidance xx PinS-GEN)502 

3.1.2 Separation standards 503 

The separation minima are the current standards used in the airspace considered. 504 

The controller maintains the responsibility for separation. There is no difference in the controller 505 
activity otherwise to consider the rotorcraft specific performances and flight altitude. 506 

It interesting to note and to underline that the introduction of RNP 0.3 navigation specification applied 507 
to LLR based on PBN manual 4th edition and ICAO Doc. 8168 (PANS-OPS), § 2.2.3 identified: 508 

Route area semi-width: ½ A/W = 1.5 XTT + BV 509 

• XTT: Cross Track Tolerance error (3σ)510 

• BV: Buffer Value depending on A/C type and flight phase511 
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512 
Table 2: Route semi-width 513 

Thanks to reduced Buffer Values, helicopter (CAT H) routes are narrower than for fixed-wing aircraft 514 
(CAT A/E), this lead to a: 515 

• Further width reduction thanks to RNP 0.3516 

As indicated and summarised in the table below: 517 

518 
Table 3: Route semi-width comparison 519 

3.1.3 Traffic characteristics 520 

For Step 1 the traffic complexity and density can be described as medium to high. 521 

There will be no any significant changes to the composition of the traffic, in terms of aircraft types, 522 
from today’s global fleet, however it is important that the concept addresses rotorcraft as well as mix 523 
of traffic types (e.g. wake category / speed profile / manoeuvrability), leading to sequencing and/or 524 
metering issues. 525 

3.1.4 CNS Requirements 526 

This table would be a general overview on the already existing equipment and futures ones that are 527 
part of the CNS requirements taking into account the LLR: 528 
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3.2.2 Flight Crew 550 

There is no change to the responsibilities of the Flight Crew regarding the safe conduct of the flight 551 
during LLR. Flight crews are still responsible for the safe and efficient control and navigation of their 552 
individual rotorcraft in all airspace. However, procedures will now include flight crews’ use of the 553 
advanced on board avionics technologies, improving the decision-making process for the safe and 554 
efficient management of the flight. 555 

3.2.3 Exchanges between Air Traffic Controller and Flight Crew 556 

The on board avionics system, for example in the near future will download the rotorcraft track/profile 557 
to the ATC unit via the ADS-C EPP. 558 

With that technology there will be a completed integrated management through data link network and 559 
upgrade in real time of the RTA (required time of arrival) overhead determinate waypoints, 560 
characterizing the LLR design. 561 

The ATCO will crosscheck the rotorcraft and ground flight plans, and the adherence to the published 562 
LLR respecting the required RNP specification. 563 

In case of discrepancy on the trajectory, a corrective action shall take place between the ATCO and 564 
the flight crew, through the CPDL-C data link. If the flight crew rejects the ground proposal, then a 565 
voice communication is set to identify the solution. 566 

The rotorcraft is always under radar control coverage or monitored from the ground via data-link 567 
down-links ADS-B (IN/OUT). 568 

Information exchanged via Ground-Air-Ground communications are essential and based on the 569 
standard IFR phraseology in use to date and worldwide recognised throughout ICAO regulations. 570 

3.3 Constraints 571 

Main constraints that might impact the Low Level IFR Routes are: 572 

• Some LLR could be designed with some demanding navigation specification, so the RC573 
performance will be affected by FMS and autopilot installed on board;574 

• The rotorcraft navigation system, shall have capability and meet defined requirements for575 
accuracy and availability to operate in managed airspace, granting such kind of RNP (PBN)576 
required;577 

• The rotorcraft communications system, which shall include the data link systems that provide578 
the link into the ATM environment and provide the means for importing information about the579 
weather situation.580 

Operative issue considering LLR routes with different Navigation Specification: 581 

• LLR are designed according to strategically separate them to other dedicate operating areas,582 
airways, routes, taking into consideration airspace constraints.583 

• LLR are designed at lowest possible TMA altitude respecting constraints and some ATCO584 
issue could raise during day by day separation management, especially near airports. This585 
could be easily tactically overcome by ATCO. In some operative areas there should be the586 
necessity to let the rotorcraft to respect some climb or descent vertical gradient in a confined587 
space.588 
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4 Use Cases 589 

4.1 Use Case 590 

This use cases below describe particular occurrence, in a busy medium complexity and medium 591 
density TMA, where a dedicated rotorcraft LLIR KY159 and KY179 has been developed. The unique 592 
R/C capabilities in low speed flight or high cruise speed, thigh bank angles, allow routes to be 593 
designed that are minimising noise nuisance , miles flown, optimised altitudes and also, where 594 
possible, that can be flown independently from fixed wing, operationally separated and with low 595 
impact in airspace management ATCO workload. 596 

The main goal of validation activities (performed by P04.10 ) has been to verify the efficiency of these 597 
concepts on the current working methods. By separating the two traffic flows "Commercial aviation" 598 
from " low-performance/low-speed" traffic (e.g. rotorcraft which can be considered as helicopters, 599 
tiltrotor, etc.) through the designing of dedicated network routes (PBN based) gives an opportunity for 600 
this airspace users to use an high-density airspace without interfering with high-performance/high-601 
speed commercial users (commercial jets), while assuring the same or increased safety level thanks 602 
also to the adoption of Low level IFR routes RNP 1 and 0.3 based relying to the GNSS technologies. 603 

An optimized network of Low Level (IFR) RNP routes in the ENR/TMA (controlled airspace), 604 
potentially combining VFR and IFR movements on the same routing, have the potential to increase 605 
both airspace and aerodrome capacity, reducing the rotorcraft holding time for TMA entry, and 606 
increase safety of the (combined) operations, but there is a definite need to address specific issues 607 
that could be derivable only through Research and Development activities. 608 

The introduction of the RNP 1 and 0.3 navigation specification, will enable the design and 609 
development of dedicated routes which may include closely spaced parallel routes, Fixed Radius 610 
Transition (FRT) and Tactical Parallel Offset (TPO) functionality in En Route and arrival procedures 611 
which include Radius to Fix (RF) in a complex airspace like the Terminal Manoeuvring Area. 612 

This will allow the design of specific and dedicated routes (En-Route/TMA) for rotorcraft, separated 613 
from the routes conceived for the conventional traffic (commercial aviation). 614 

An optimized network routes PBN based (enabled by affordable equipment) provide an inherent basis 615 
for separation where presently radar monitoring would mean too much workload for the controller, and 616 
are therefore normally banned today (try to fly into one of the busier TMA's in Europe with a small 617 
aircraft). 618 

Surely, adding these dedicated routes constitutes a very large benefit for Rotorcraft operations that 619 
have been identified as field of exploration. 620 

4.1.1 Precondition 621 

The crew of the helicopter is responsible for the following: 622 

• Adherence to the route cleared for the rotorcraft by ATCO.623 

• Adherence to the minimum altitudes and heights allowed by the law that the helicopter is624 
allowed to fly. This includes:625 

a. Terminal Area Altitude (TAA) (Minimum Sector Altitude (MSA)),626 

b. Designed or ATCO separation management altitudes and clearance627 

• Operating the rotorcraft and its (sub)systems (autopilot, FMS, fuel, landing gear, radios, etc.).628 
This includes selecting the proper routes and verifying the correct one has been selected  by629 
comparing against an approach chart and PFD display pages,630 

• Performing a proper crew briefing, (only obligatory if the crew consists of more than one631 
member) including checking NOTAMs (e.g. about SBAS/GBAS system status), weather, etc.,632 
so that all crew members involved are informed and prepared for the en-routes phases.633 

634 
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The responsibility of ATC comprises the following: 635 

• to ensure the necessary separation between the relevant traffic in the airspace of the636 
controller’s responsibility,637 

• To provide the proper clearance for the route to be flown,638 

• Provide information to the crew about the guidance system (e.g. SBAS, GBAS) status.639 

4.1.2 Post Condition 640 

The crew of the helicopter is responsible for the following: 641 

• Perform the RNP based routes as retrieved from Navigation database642 

• Perform a contingency procedure in case for example of GNSS loss signal, or degraded643 
performances on requested routes (Evaluated during P.4.10 validation activities in a644 
separated simulation sessions)645 

The pilot’s use of the navigational equipment when executing Low level Ifr Routes relying on GNSS. 646 

The responsibility of ATC comprises the following: 647 

• to ensure the necessary separation between the relevant traffic in the airspace of the648 
controller’s responsibility,649 

• to provide the proper clearance for the route to be flown650 
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651 
Figure 2: Low Level IFR Routes (KY159, KY179) 652 

653 
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654 
Figure 3: Low Level IFR Routes (KY159, KY179) details 655 
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5 Requirements 656 

5.1 Interoperability Requirements 657 

5.1.1 Requirements for ATC CNS/ATM Applications 658 
No new IER (Information Exchange Requirements) is identified in the OSED so there are no interface 659 
interoperability requirements for the LLIR in a medium density , medium complexity TMA. 660 

The current exchanges linked with PinS and LLIR are : 661 

 Procedures662 

New Low Level IFR Routes rotorcraft specific, are designed for busy and congested medium density 663 
medium complexity TMA, giving an example of effectiveness and feasible operative model easily 664 
applicable in ECAC countries. In the same way these new LLIR are designed as connection with 665 
specific approach and departure procedures (PinS) to/from FATOs. The way these routes are 666 
managed from the (ANSP) procedure designers to the aircraft navigation database is the same 667 
process as for current RNP routes. 668 

If this process is changed for a complete design data chain, there is no identified incompatibility with 669 
the aforementioned procedures. LLIR procedures will be managed as standard IFR routes with the 670 
Criteria of a Reduced Area Semi-widths. 671 

The compatibility between standard IFR routes (airways) and dedicated rotorcraft Low level IFR 672 
routes in TMA is the rationale of the reported requirements: 673 

[REQ] 674 
Identifier REQ-04.10-GEN3-LLIR.0010 
Requirement The construction of the Low Level IFR routes shall respect the guidance 

given by PANS OPS 8168 volume II. 
Title Routes concept procedure design criteria 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale To cope with current procedure design and ease the widespread use of the 

concept, and to prevent loss of separation with obstacles, terrain or other 
flying rotorcrafts. 

Category <Design> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 

675 
[REQ Trace] 676 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

677 

Note 1: issues have been raised by EXE-04.10-VP-818/816 concerning the coding of the procedures 678 
within FMS NavDB : 679 

• Coding process based on ARINC424 and ARINC 19 of RF leg inside an airways such as LLR680 
would require evolution of the ICAO PANS-OPS and ARINC 424/19 standards. The coding681 
standards and navigation information stored into navigation database and managed by FMS682 
doesn’t recognize the possibility to fly a RF inside an airways. Such683 
procedure/segments/routes  wishing to apply RF would have to use the RNP AR684 
specification.685 
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Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0010 
Requirement The Avionics shall be able to elaborate an absolute aircraft position based 

also on SBAS system 
Title Rotorcraft GNSS Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 

723 
[REQ Trace] 724 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Position Determination N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Lateral Positioning N/A 

725 
[REQ] 726 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0020 
Requirement A continuous navigation data display shall be used as primary flight 

indicator in order to provide indication to pilots with possible failure, actual 
status, integrity, lateral deviation (cross track deviation), helicopter position 
relative to the desired path 

Title Rotorcraft Display Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 

727 
[REQ Trace] 728 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Displays & Controls N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Flight path management gate-to-gate N/A 

729 
[REQ] 730 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0030 
Requirement To perform an LLR RNP 1/0.3, the avionic systems shall assess if the 

proper EPU (Estimated Position Uncertain), computation capability 
performance is available 

Title Rotorcraft Navigation Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 

731 
[REQ Trace] 732 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Flight Path Management Gate to Gate N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Navigation Position Determination N/A 

733 
[REQ] 734 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0040 
Requirement Any means of navigation display shall be installed in order to display to the 
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pilots, the actual navigation sources used, the active waypoint, velocity, 
time, distance and bearing  to the active waypoint 

Title Rotorcraft Display Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 

735 
[REQ Trace] 736 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Displays & Controls N/A 

737 
[REQ] 738 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0050 
Requirement The functions and capabilities to execute RNP 0.3 considering terminal 

procedure shall be implemented  in the navigation database stored on the 
helicopter navigation systems 

Title Rotorcraft Navigation Data Bese Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 

739 
[REQ Trace] 740 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Database N/A 

741 
[REQ] 742 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0060 
Requirement The functions and capabilities to execute path terminators transition 

(excluded what ARINC 424 don’t consider in LLR such as RF)  shall be 
implemented  in the helicopter navigation systems 

Title Rotorcraft FMS Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 

743 
[REQ Trace] 744 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Flight Path Management Gate to Gate N/A 

745 
[REQ] 746 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0070 
Requirement The FMS shall provide RNAV/RNP capability with RF legs only for the 

Terminal procedure (SID and STAR). (see req above) 
Title Rotorcraft FMS Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
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Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 747 
[REQ Trace] 748 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Flight Path Management Gate to Gate N/A 
 749 
[REQ] 750 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0080 
Requirement The functions and capabilities to select  from the Navigation database shall 

be available to pilots in order to comply with possible ATCO route 
requirements 

Title Rotorcraft FMS Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 751 
[REQ Trace] 752 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Navigation Database N/A 
 753 
[REQ] 754 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0090 
Requirement To perform an RNAV-GNSS route within RNP 1 or 0.3, the avionic systems 

shall compute, linear deviation, indicated as XYK 
Title Rotorcraft FMS Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 755 
[REQ Trace] 756 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Flight Path Management Gate to Gate N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Navigation Position Determination N/A 
 757 
[REQ] 758 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0100 
Requirement The capabilities to display the XTK deviation, on desired track and selected 

RNP shall be available on rotorcraft navigation system 
Title Rotorcraft FMS Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 759 
[REQ Trace] 760 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
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<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Flight Path Management Gate to Gate N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Navigation Position Determination N/A 
 761 
[REQ] 762 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0110 
Requirement The capabilities to display navigations systems accuracy, integrity, 

availability and continuity including helicopter performance monitoring shall 
be available to pilots during navigation phase 

Title Rotorcraft FMS accuracy, integrity, availability and continuity including 
helicopter performance monitoring, Display Capability 

Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 763 
[REQ Trace] 764 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED_TO> <Functional block> Display & Controls N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Flight path management gate-to-gate N/A 
 765 
[REQ] 766 
Identifier REQ-04.10-INTEROP-LLIR.0120 
Requirement The navigation database shall be protected against pilots data stored 

modification. There will be the means to display : 
• The navigation data validity period  
• The possibility to verify and check retrieving the data stored, relating to 

single waypoints 
• The capacity to select from data stored the relevant segment of SID 

STAR  and LLIR to be flown accordingly to the selected RNP 
Title Rotorcraft Navigation Database Capability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This is an rotorcraft required functionality to support LLIR operations 

(departure and approach). 
Category <Operational> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 767 
[REQ Trace] 768 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
<ALLOCATED TO> <Functional block> Navigation Database N/A 
 769 

5.1.2 Dynamic functions/Operations  770 

There are no “dynamic functions / operations” to be considered as interoperability requirements for 771 
the low Level IFR Routes (LLIR). 772 

5.2 Safety Requirements  773 

5.2.1 Requirements for Safety  774 

The safety requirements and assumptions developed in this paragraph and evaluated during the 775 
project 04.10 timeframe are directly compatible with those in the previous phase and are therefore 776 
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achievable for the same reasons (stated below). In particular it is noted that the level of performance 777 
strictly connected with safety is stated in line with existing standards. 778 

• It is under light that safety requirements have been determined/derived and evaluated only for779 
elements under the managerial control of airborne side (Flight crew, Pilots and flying platform)780 
and from ANSP regarding Airspace Design, in conjunctions with LLIR.781 

• No additional safety requirements are needed to be identified for the ANSP due to the fact782 
that the existing either the standard ones (e.g. ICAO references) either similar ones have783 
already been implemented in several States. Assumptions are easily implemented because784 
they are relying mainly on ICAO Doc. 9613 - PBN Manual and  ICAO Doc. 8168 (PANS-785 
OPS).786 

Some safety requirements should be easily satisfied because they are not different from those 787 
applicable to the “solution scenario” existing standards which are well known by the aeronautical 788 
community (e.g. GNSS/SBAS,RNP1 and 0.3 navigation specification ..etc). 789 

The assurance of validation and verification of the safety assessment requirements is an on-going 790 
activity. A qualitative safety assessment has been performed from airborne side on the basis of the 791 
Use Cases, Solution Scenarios VS Reference Scenario and Operating Method described in the 792 
OSED and validated through the exercises described in the VALP and recorded in the synthesis of 793 
validation results VALR for IT1 and IT2. An on-going activity (questionnaires, pilot and flight crew 794 
feedback, post analysis and de-briefing activities) is being performed to map the safety objectives and 795 
requirements generated here to the validation objectives and results, to ensure that all requirements 796 
have been assessed. For that reasons some safety requirements are evaluated together and the 797 
outcomes has been complementary. Some requirements are the same identified with regards PinS 798 
APV operation. This is due to the continuity of safety during rotorcraft “life cycle” flight operation. 799 

[REQ] 800 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0010 
Requirement The capabilities to display the followed RNP shall be available to pilots in 

order to verify and control any possible RNP system failure 
Title LLIR Display the capable RNP 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived for continuity of safety from the SPR level model 

used with the APV operations. 
This is judged as validated as it requires the concept to conform to 
applicable standards 

Category <Functional> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 

801 
[REQ Trace] 802 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

803 
[REQ] 804 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0020 
Requirement The function shall inform the crew in case of GNSS signal integrity loss 

through PFD. 
Title Display capable in case of GNSS failures 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived for continuity of safety from the SPR level model 

used with the APV operations. 
Category <Functional> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 

805 
[REQ Trace] 806 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
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 807 
[REQ] 808 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0030 
Requirement The avionic systems shall provide indication of loss of navigation capability 

to the pilot in less than 0.6 seconds in case of SBAS level of service 
unavailability 

Title LLIR FMS capability in case of GNSS/SBAS failures 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived for continuity of safety from the SPR level model 

used with the APV operations. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 
 809 
[REQ Trace] 810 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 811 
[REQ] 812 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0040 
Requirement The Guidance function shall use its sensors to provide the guidance 

functionality with accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability compliant 
with RNP1 and RNP 0.3 requirements. 

Title FMS management capability  
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived for continuity of safety from the SPR level model 

used with the APV operations... 
Category <Functional> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 
 813 
[REQ Trace] 814 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 815 
[REQ] 816 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0050 
Requirement SBAS Service Provider shall inform the NAV Service Provider on a foreseen 

degradation of the SBAS system performance by providing a NOTAM in 
accordance with ICAO Annex 15., in order to preventable inform Flight crew 
on board or before the flight initiation. 

Title NOTAM for Degradation of SBAS System from AIS Service Provider 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived for continuity of safety from the SPR level model 

used with the APV operations. 
Category <Functional> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 817 
[REQ Trace] 818 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 819 
[REQ] 820 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0060 
Requirement The airspace concept shall be designed with respect to the guidance given 

by PANS OPS 8168 volume II and ICAO Doc 9613 (PBN Manual). 
Title Design of the airspace concept 
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Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived for continuity of safety from the SPR level model 

used with the APV operations. 
Category <Functional> 
Validation Method <Dress Rehearsal><Flight Trial><Fast Time Simulation><Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 

821 
[REQ Trace] 822 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

823 
824 

[REQ] 825 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0010 
Requirement The Low Level IFR route (KY179) shall be flyable from ADEP to ADES (and 

vice versa) but not contemporarily flyable in opposite direction. 
Title Route flyability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator.  
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method <Expert Group (Judgement Analysis)> 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

826 
[REQ Trace] 827 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

828 
[REQ] 829 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0020 
Requirement The Low Level IFR route (KY159) shall be flyable from ADEP to ADES (and 

vice versa) but  not contemporarily flyable in opposite direction. 
Title Route flyability 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

830 
[REQ Trace] 831 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

832 
[REQ] 833 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0030 
Requirement In case of operational conditions different from ones taken as reference, 

rotorcraft operations shall be suspended giving priority to normal operations. 
Rotorcraft operations shall be resumed when operational conditions 
abovementioned are restored. 

Title Operational conditions to perform rotorcraft operations 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

834 
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[REQ Trace] 835 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

836 
[REQ] 837 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0040 
Requirement Interactions between live trial rotorcraft procedures and other IFR 

procedures shall be available to Air traffic controllers. 
Title Interactions between live trial procedures and other IFR procedures 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

838 
[REQ Trace] 839 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

840 
[REQ] 841 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0050 
Requirement Temporary orders of service during activity shall be available for all Units 

affected by rotorcraft operations. 
Title Orders of service to inform ATCO 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

842 
[REQ Trace] 843 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

844 
[REQ] 845 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0060 
Requirement Orders of service shall specify that rotorcraft operations are performed in 

VMC conditions. 
Title VMC conditions 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

846 
[REQ Trace] 847 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

848 
[REQ] 849 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0070 
Requirement An AIM shall be put in place in order to inform Airspace users of rotorcraft 

activities. 
Title Information to users 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 
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Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 
 850 
[REQ Trace] 851 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 852 
[REQ] 853 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0080 
Requirement At least three hours before the beginning of operations, a planning of 

activities shall be provided to Air traffic controllers  
Title Planning of activities 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 
 854 
[REQ Trace] 855 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 856 
[REQ] 857 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0090 
Requirement ATS units (Lugano TWR) shall be informed in advance about the flight 

activity on the used route (KY 179) 
Title Information to ATS units 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 
 858 
[REQ Trace] 859 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 860 
[REQ] 861 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0100 
Requirement The best time slot available to perform the Flight Trial shall be identified 

taking into account the needs of airport ATS Units 
Title Time slot for performing Flight Trial 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 
 862 
[REQ Trace] 863 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 864 
[REQ] 865 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0110 
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Requirement In order to avoid runway closure or military zones activation causing runway 
change, a coordination between the ATS units (Civil and Military) shall be 
performed 

Title Coordination between Civil and Military ATS units 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

866 
[REQ Trace] 867 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

868 
[REQ] 869 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-ATCO.0120 
Requirement COPs between the TWR\CTRs and ACC\ATS units shall be provided for the 

transfer of responsibility of rotorcraft during procedure execution 
(approaching\departing) 

Title Identification of COP 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale This requirement is derived from Safety Assessment performed by Italian 

Air Navigation provider and approved by Regulator. 
Category <Safety> 
Validation Method Expert Group (Judgement Analysis) 
Verification Method <Review of Design><Test> 

870 
[REQ Trace] 871 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES_TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

872 
873 
874 

This additional information hereafter reported does not consider deviation with respect what planned 875 
in P04.10 VALP IT2 regarding VP-818 (Flight Trials) and any not-nominal event haven’t been 876 
considered during flying sorties due to several safety constraints. 877 

This is why, not-nominal events such as Contingency Events applied to PBN failures like: 878 

1. On board loss of GNSS integrity879 

2. Loss of GNSS signal880 

The evaluation has to be considered as propaedeutic and integrant to the VP-818 outcomes reported 881 
in the P04.10-D09-IT2_VALR, giving an added value to the project, thanks to a specific simulation 882 
aspect. 883 

With the scope to realize the simulation environment reflected by Solution scenario, one of the main 884 
objectives was to evaluate Pilot/Crew feedback on specific “cases study” concerning some 885 
contingency events which have not been assessed during flight trials due to safety reasons. 886 

The Contingency procedure evaluated in this additional simulation session “ Dress Rehearsal VP-887 
818”, considering the LLIR RNP 1 and 0.3 (KY159 and KY179), demonstrate that in case of: 888 

1. On board loss of GNSS integrity or889 

2. Loss of GNSS signal890 

no additional effort or decrease in pilot human performances has been highlighted or evaluated from 891 
pilot point of view. ATCO actions and management, reverse to pilot vectoring clearances. 892 
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Pilot perceived level of safety and associated situational awareness is granted by the Avionics 893 
monitoring and alerting, displayed on PFD and MFD during failures. Once the pilot has identified the 894 
impossibility to maintain the required RNP, he communicates to ATCO the failures using the standard 895 
phraseology:  896 

<<…Unable to maintain RNP due to…>> 897 

with no additional workload or unexpected crew coordination on board.  898 

After this stage, the Pilot once identified also the “failures typology”, makes all needed actions to 899 
secure that the flight will be conducted with the needed level of safety, ensuring an efficiency way 900 
without any impacts on the flight operations and in a fully agreement with the ATCO guidance’s and 901 
vectoring instructions. 902 

The evaluation has identified a very slightly increasing of mental demand effort due to more 903 
coordination/communication issue required with ATCO. 904 

This evaluation concerned to LLIR during remoted contingency procedures may occur, are to be 905 
intended as qualitative. Even if qualitative the positive outcomes make evidence and confirm such of 906 
the INTEROP requirements analysed in previously chapters: 5.1.1 Requirements for ATC 907 
CNS/ATM Applications. No specific SPR requirements has been evaluated or identified due to the 908 
fact that this contingency procedures can be traced as already codified standards put in place in day 909 
by day operation. 910 

5.3 Performance Requirements  911 

The Performance requirements listed in this paragraph are based on existing Navigation 912 
Specification(s) which are required to deliver the stated operational requirement. No additional Quality 913 
of Service requirements, beyond those reflected within the guidance on procedure validation provided 914 
by ICAO are foreseen. 915 

For the design side, it is considered that the applicable safety and performance requirements 916 
documentation are: 917 

• ICAO DOC 9906 918 

• The Quality assurance manual for flight procedure design: 919 

a) VOL I Flight procedure design and quality assurance System 920 

b) VOL II Flight validation of Instrument Flight Procedures 921 

• Guidance of the flight inspection provided in ICAO DOC 8071 922 

• PBN Manual 4th edition regarding RNP 0.3- Chapter 7 923 

For the airborne side, it is considered that the applicable safety and performance documentation 924 
requirements regarding RNP 0.3 are: 925 

• TSO-C145a and TSO-C115B regarding navigation system (FMS)  926 

• TSO-C146a regarding avionic equipment for IFR flight 927 

• TSO-C193, specific to RNP 0.3 certified rotorcraft capability. 928 

• TCA-DO208 Appendix E for on-board monitoring and alerting 929 

The (initially planned) final project deliverables (OSED/SPR/INTEROP…) have been replaced by the 930 
SESAR Solution Guidance (e.g. this document). So, the requirements that should have been included 931 
into the standard SESAR documentation (e.g. SPR) are now consolidated here with a dedicated SPR 932 
identifier. 933 

[REQ] 934 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0070 
Requirement The LLIR shall allow a reduction in the overall track miles, resulting in less 

flight time, less fuel consumption and consequently less pollution emission 
respect standard routes/airways at higher altitudes. 
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Title Benefit: Optimised and reduced track miles VS a standard routes 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale It has been available thanks to the flexibility and trajectories optimisation 

with RNP 1 and 0.3; thanks to a shorter and tighter corridors/routes. This 
composition can allow the construction of shorter trajectories, (e.g. when 
noise sensitive areas and rich terrain obstacles areas are to be considered). 
This favours rotorcraft optimised shorter paths in congested TMA.. 

Category <Performance> 
Validation Method <Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Test> 
 935 
[REQ Trace] 936 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 937 
[REQ] 938 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0080 
Requirement The implementation of LLIR shall improve the rotorcraft Airspace 

accessibility. 
Title Benefit: improved airspace accessibility 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale Thanks to a procedure with optimised segments with different RNP values 

in TMA environment may allow to: 
 Reduced Pilot Workload 
 Reduced track mileage 
 Reduced fuel consumption 
 Increase safety operational level 
 Improve efficiency 
 Increase Airspace capacity 
 Improve access to busy and dense/complexity TMA architecture 

Category <Performance> 
Validation Method <Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 
 939 
[REQ Trace] 940 
Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 
 941 
[REQ] 942 
Identifier REQ-04.10-SPR-LLIR.0090 
Requirement The airborne FMS shall have the capability to automatically execute path 

terminators. 
Title Benefit: improved airspace accessibility 
Status <Validated> 
Rationale Thanks to path terminators with optimised segments with different RNP 

values in TMA environment may allow to: 
 Reduced Pilot Workload 
 Reduced track mileage 
 Reduced fuel consumption 
 Increase safety operational level 
 Improve efficiency 
 Increase Airspace capacity 
 Improve access to busy and dense/complexity TMA architecture 

Category <Performance> 
Validation Method <Live Trial> 
Verification Method <Review of Design> 
 943 
[REQ Trace] 944 
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Relationship Linked Element Type Identifier Compliance 
<APPLIES TO> <Operational Focus Area> OFA02.01.01 N/A 

945 

As stated in previously chapter coding process based on ARINC424 and ARINC 19 of RF leg inside 946 
an airways such as LLIR would require evolution of the ICAO PANS-OPS and ARINC 424/19 947 
standards. The coding standards and navigation information stored into navigation databased and 948 
managed by FMS doesn’t recognize the possibility to fly a RF inside an en-route segment. As stated 949 
in PBN manual the capability to automatically execute leg transition and maintain tracks consistent 950 
with the following ARINC 424 path terminators or equivalent are only for: 951 

• Initial Fix (IF)952 

• Course to Fix (CF)953 

• Course to Altitude (CA)954 

• Direct to Fix (DF)955 

• Track to Fix (TF)956 

In order to consider RF legs transition inside en-route phases it would require an evolution of the 957 
ICAO PANS-OPS and ARINC 424/19 standards. 958 

5.4 Information Exchange Requirements 959 

No new IER (Information Exchange Requirements) are identified in the OSED so there are no 960 
interface interoperability requirements for the Low Level IFR routes. Standard information and 961 
phraseology exchanged among Crew on board and ATCO, are based on the same standards used to 962 
date in typical IFR flight (ICAO DOC 4444 [21]). 963 

964 
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6 E_OCVM Life cycle description & Validation activities 965 

results 966 

6.1 V2 Validation Exercise Results 967 

The results have been derived from qualitative data obtained through questionnaires and platform 968 
data recordings respectively, with opportune information integration with comments provided by all the 969 
actors involved (operative experts and exercise experts) through debriefing session. 970 

This kind of analysis has allowed to verify consistency and confidence of data collected and has 971 
provided a good quality of exercise results, which gives a solid base for the second iteration validation 972 
activities (Live Trials). 973 

Results of the EXE04.10-816 exercise in V2 maturity level, concern the Low Level IFR routes flyability 974 
and operational acceptability from on-board point of view, considering “pilot in the loop” concept are 975 
here summarised. The main findings within this validation exercise are as follows: 976 

• the Pilot workload remained unaltered during the simulation runs and his performances977 
haven’t been impacted, remaining always at highest level. It’s evaluated also an additional978 
time availability to other cockpit duties (based on: the pilot and over the shoulder observers’979 
feedbacks have confirmed that during the operations they have had enough time to dedicate980 
to possible additional tasks).981 

• The lateral and vertical transition is correctly performed, with satisfying situation awareness.982 

• NASA TLX and questionaries’ post analysis regarding LLIR have shown a decreased pilot983 
work load respect “standard IFR planning”.984 

• Environmental post analysis evaluation has demonstrated in Solution Scenario a marked985 
decrease in Fuel consumption, flight time and distance flown respect Reference Scenario986 

• From pilot prospective no rules or change of practices has been envisage or noted performing987 
LLR RNP1/0.3. Low level IFR routes flown at the coded altitude (design constrains) did not988 
involve any changes or deficit in Pilot human performance. The RF legs are correctly flown for989 
the continuity of LLIR coded as STAR.990 

• Operations are easy, efficient, reliable and proposed procedures does not have an impact on991 
the existing working methods. Then, Pilots were always in control of any situation with no992 
decrease in their perceived situational awareness.993 

EXE-04.10-VP-815 allowed assessing the impact of Simultaneous-Non-Interfering operations (PinS 994 
procedures to/from FATO) and the impact of Low Level IFR routes (RNP-1/RNP-0.3) operational 995 
concepts in the TMA multiples Airports environment. 996 

Quantitative data collection methods allowed gathering different results sufficient to validate proposed 997 
objectives and related success criteria. 998 

All the investigated aspects of the implementation of the new operational concepts have been 999 
reached. 1000 

According to the results provided by the Fast-Time Simulation activity and looking to the execution of 1001 
the scenarios, the main benefits reachable through the implementation of operational concepts like 1002 
the Simultaneous-Non-Interfering PinS procedures and the Low Level IFR Routes for helicopters 1003 
(RNP-1/RNP-0.3) are: 1004 

• The ATCO Workload is not negatively affected by with the new operational concepts, as no1005 
changes on the calculate WL are calculated comparing the Reference and the Solution1006 
Scenario;1007 

• Moving rotorcraft operations to FATO with dedicated procedures can generate an increase in1008 
the number of movements for the runways (Fixed Wing). When a rotorcraft is in the Arr/Dep1009 
sequence its performances (Speed, slow manoeuvring) negatively affects the sequence1010 
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management; it’s possible to consider that one rotorcraft operation corresponds to about 5 1011 
aircraft operations. So referring to the Figure 25 it’s possible to quantify this benefit. 1012 

• The Fuel Burnt, CO2 Emissions and Distance Flown concerning rotorcraft operations were1013 
reduced comparing the two scenarios1014 

• The Fuel Burnt and CO2 emissions concerning the aircraft operations (fixed-wing) were1015 
reduced comparing the two scenarios1016 

Recommendations for procedure improvement and Needs for Standardisation: 1017 

• the exercise did not show any need to update existing airborne regulation or standardisation1018 
documents.1019 

Needs to update the system documents (functional requirements, architecture document): 1020 

• the avionics platform enabled to perform the PinS procedure and Low Level IFR route. No1021 
specific change in the functional requirements or in the architecture has been identified.1022 

This following section contains recommendations for next phases. Within the VP-815 simulation 1023 
session the following recommendations could be suggested: 1024 

• In order to realize the same analysis done for LIMC Airport, it’s recommended to implement a1025 
Pins Approach Procedure (VFR) also for LIML Airport. A solution could be to use the same1026 
path expected for the departure of rotorcraft, in the opposite way for arrival. In this manner, no1027 
interference with fixed wing aircraft would occur.1028 

• Regarding the LLR to LSZA, It’s recommended to consider a MEA/L (Minimum En route1029 
Altitude/Level) above 5000ft from MCE01, in order to avoid the interference from the fixed1030 
wings departure to 35R.1031 

• In order to have a full validation of the concept, it would be recommended to plan additional1032 
validation sessions in different operational contexts, to further scope the concept.1033 

• Further validations could address the management of rotorcraft operation on the movement1034 
area to assess the benefits on the ground movements  (taxiway segment, parking position1035 
dedicated, etc.) when moving rotorcraft to FATO.1036 

6.2 V3 Validation Exercise Results 1037 
Flight Trials have allowed to positively assess validation objectives and related success criteria 1038 
defined. The identified Validation Objective has been successfully met. Qualitative and quantitative 1039 
data have allowed to assess very important results. 1040 
Significance of the results refers to statistical and operational significance. Statistical significance is 1041 
based on the number of independent variables of the Validation Exercise and the number of exercise 1042 
runs carried out. 1043 
Operational significance concerns operational realism of the Validation Exercise which depends on a 1044 
number of factors which are very much dependent on the chosen environment. Being a live trial, 1045 
conducted in real environment with live traffic the exercise was characterized by a very high 1046 
operational significance. 1047 
Moreover the exercise schedule was designed in order to repeat runs the adequate number of time to 1048 
have reliable results. Finally statistical significance is not applicable. 1049 

1050 
1. Expected benefits1051 

In the frame of the production of initial project documents such as DOD and OSED, the following 1052 
potential benefits had been identified by the members of the P04.10 project team and the operational 1053 
airspace user expert group supporting them. 1054 

1055 
 Scalable RNP / Combined use of RNP1 and 0.3:1056 

• Less fuel consumption and less pollution emission is a result of reduced track miles1057 
flown:1058 
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It has been available thanks to the flexibility and optimisation of trajectories legs with RNP 1 1059 
and 0.3; thanks to a shorter an rotorcraft specific paths/segments/routes. This can allow the 1060 
construction of shorter trajectories, (e.g. when noise sensitive areas and rich terrain obstacles 1061 
areas are to be avoided). In general this favours rotorcraft optimised shorter paths. 1062 

• Increased precision on horizontal and vertical paths1063 
Thanks to the implementation of RNP values from 1 down to 0.3:1064 

 Increases ground track predictability and situational awareness in TMA1065 
airspace1066 

Better situation awareness either for Air Traffic Controllers either pilots;1067 

 Better noise distribution to specific non-sensitive areas. At medium density1068 
medium complexity TMA this could lead to a fully tailored rotorcraft routes, with1069 
specific aspects in optimised routing (reduction of: time/distance/fuel burnt/pollution);1070 

 Increases Airspace accessibility, LLIR with PBN legs (RNP 1/0.3) can make design1071 
routes possible to construct shorter and more efficient paths taking into consideration1072 
either the surrounding terrain either the airspace constraints.1073 

• Expected decrease in Flight Crew and ATCO workload compared to previously1074 
operations, in TMA. the tailored and optimised rotorcraft LLIR may decrease ATC operational1075 
workload within a mixed equipage environment involving rotorcraft and aircraft. For such1076 
environments, the state of the art on board avionics equipment is required to successfully1077 
implement such procedures in dense and complex terminal airspace.1078 

1079 
Those expected benefits has been based on the R&D needs hereafter summarised: 1080 
With regard the Low Level IFR routes concept [for Rotorcraft using RNP1/ RNP0.3 (in all flight 1081 
phases)] ) there is a need to validate and assess some issue such as: 1082 

1083 
• the introduction of Low Level IFR route network for rotorcraft using RNP-1 / RNP-0.3 is1084 

needed for a pan-European concept and SESAR is the right framework to define such a1085 
concept.1086 

• the investigation about the merging of RNP1/RNP0.3 low level IFR routes will provide a1087 
consistent path for navigation to and away (connection to) the approach phase1088 

• the concept of RNP1 and RNP0.3 where necessary (constraining environment) are already1089 
defined but the RNP0.3 concept is conceived only for the rotorcraft operations and it has1090 
never been validated1091 

• the validation activities could provide also further assessment related to the safety issues1092 
linked to the use of the safety nets to support the Low Level VFR routes1093 

• by the introducing of metering points with time constraints (CTO/CTA) inside of Low Level1094 
airspace the validation activities could open the possibility of the investigation about a sort of1095 
low-level Free Route Airspace in conjunction with i4D concept of operation.1096 

• there is a need to assess a contingency procedure in case of GNSS loss, because at low1097 
level altitude the rotorcraft are not be able to perform the reversion to DME/DME navigation1098 
specifications.1099 

1100 
Outcomes of exercises EXE-04.10-VP-818/816, have confirmed these benefits (qualitative and some 1101 
quantitative) and provided results on other areas. 1102 
Outcomes of exercises EXE-04.10-VP-815, have confirmed these benefits (quantitative) and provided 1103 
results on other areas. 1104 

1105 
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• In case of loss of precision RNP (on board failure-apparatus) is necessary to identify and1127 
standardize the information on significant deviations( lateral deviation respect desired1128 
track);1129 

• Considering SRN-PINIK (KY179) leg, the fixed wing Malpensa departures can be better1130 
managed, keeping up (just max A6000 / FL90) the rotorcraft traffic on KY179, rather than1131 
using crossing procedure on the SID; the inbound sequence is not procedurally affected1132 
since even, an inbound of SRN to FL100 is on a proper descent profile just to LIMC and the1133 
same for LIML1134 

• LLR KY159 flown between A3000 / A5000 northbound is easily manageable by ATCO with1135 
a procedural crossing on the SIDs from LIMC (no other measures as RSYD, RNB, HR,1136 
seem necessary even if available or used); Probably It should find a new point on the SID1137 
from LIMC to SRN, laterally separated from KY159 (south of SRN), slightly altering the1138 
take-off rate required;1139 

• Performance expressed during the flight test (AW001) during the simulated approach to1140 
LIMC (ILS R35R) both in terms of GS (of the order of 130 kts until 1nm from Touch Down),1141 
because of vertical speed and descent rates and tack , did not appear particularly impacting1142 
on the normal dynamics used by ATCO in organizing a sequence to a "busy" airport, even1143 
in congested traffic conditions where appears  not particularly heavy.1144 

• Nowadays, since most fixed wing aircraft have similar performances, the air traffic control1145 
system is managed with the main goal to accommodate the most demanding aircraft1146 
among the types in use. Therefore, the priority to be assigned to a specific airspace users1147 
depends on the ATC procedures, airspace, available volumes, altitude, separations to be1148 
ensured, procedure layouts, runways alignment distances etc.1149 
So, the impact of new operational procedures on the air traffic controllers side, can strongly1150 
depend on the individual airport environment, specific procedures applied and on the1151 
amount of VTOL traffic, even if today's controllers are :1152 

- quite familiar with the performances and characteristics of helicopters;1153 
- not at all familiar with the performances and characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft;1154 
- not familiar with steep/segmented/curved/slow approaches and departures specific1155 

controller training will be required.1156 
Vice versa from the Pilot perspective, today the segregation of helicopters into “G” airspace 1157 
or into controlled airspace but with low altitude traffic, has strongly reduced the capacity to 1158 
face with complex environment both in terms of attention and reaction to controllers (and 1159 
other pilots) information/clearances than in the ability to adapt their performances according 1160 
to the requests of a busy scenario; [remark: a dedicated pilot rating (endorsement?) to work 1161 
within complex environment should be recommended] 1162 

• On international / intercontinental airports with traffic "heavy" and pilots used to deal with1163 
other aircraft from homogeneous characteristics, with almost standard operating practices,1164 
it would be important to avoid creating "unusual" situations such as, designing procedures1165 
PINs that have trajectories not immediately interpretable by the commercial aviation pilots;1166 
specifically, for example, pseudo orthogonal trajectories (at least until MAP) compared to1167 
those of instrument approach or that have a potential impact angle “visually” unsafe; these1168 
angles may be a source of possible operational stress even for ATCOs with monitoring1169 
responsibilities compared to the totality of the movements in the CTR (IFR and / or VFR).1170 

1171 
 From airborne side results of the VP-818 flight trials exercise concern the Low Level IFR routes1172 

flyability and operational acceptability, considering “pilot in the loop” concept are here1173 
summarised.1174 

1175 
The main findings within this validation exercise are as follows: 1176 

• Pilot performances during the LLIR remained always at highest level. it’s evaluated also an1177 
additional time availability to other cockpit duties (based on: pilot and crew feedbacks1178 
assuring enough room for additional task.1179 

• The lateral and vertical transition is correctly performed, with satisfying situation awareness.1180 
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• NASA TLX and questionaries’ post analysis regarding LLR have shown and confirms a 1181 
decreased pilot work load respect “standard IFR planning” already evaluated in EXE816. 1182 

• The RF leg is correctly flown for the continuity of LLR and related PinS approaches,1183 
considering KY159 as a STAR between LIMC and LIML.1184 

• From pilot prospective no rules or change of practices has been envisage or noted1185 
performing LLR RNP1/0.3. Low level IFR routes flown at the coded altitude (design1186 
constrains) did not involve any changes or deficit in Pilot human performance1187 

• Operations are easy, efficient, reliable and proposed procedures does not have an impact1188 
on the existing working methods. Then, Pilots were always in control of any situation with1189 
no decrease in their perceived situational awareness.1190 

• The Contingency procedure evaluated in the additional simulation session Dress Rehearsal1191 
VP-818, considering the LLR RNP 1 and 0.3, demonstrate that: in case of Loss of signal1192 
integrity or GNSS failure, no additional effort or decrease in pilot human performances has1193 
been highlighted or evaluated from pilot point of view. ATCO actions and management,1194 
reverse to pilot vectoring clearances.1195 

• In addition to the planned activities, during flight trials pilot /crew and post analysis data1196 
observed and shown the helicopter capability to maintain RNP 0.3 all Phase of Flight. Pins1197 
Dept from LIMC, KY159 and PinS Apch to LILK – LNAV/LPV (including missed approach)1198 
have been flown maintaining RNP 0.3. During  Flight Trials, air traffic services units,1199 
coordinated by ENAV, have traced the Rotorcrafts seamlessly verifying both radar1200 
coverage along the IFR routes at low altitudes (KY159 and KY179), and verifying the high1201 
precision navigation performances and safety guaranteed by AW139 and AW1839.1202 

1203 
• Needs for Standardisation:1204 

 The exercise did not show any need to update existing airborne regulation or 1205 
standardisation documents.  1206 

 The avionics suite bay, installed on flying platform enabled to perform the Low Level IFR 1207 
route. No specific change in the functional requirements or in the architecture has been 1208 
identified. 1209 

 Referring to ADS-B technology evaluation, future investigation and R&T activities shall be 1210 
performed in SESAR2020 programme. 1211 

1212 
• Application of RNP-0.3 is beneficial for improving further (compared to RNP-1) IFR rotorcraft1213 

integration both in Terminal Airspace (TMA) and En-Route:1214 
 In dense Terminal Airspace, RNP-0.3 eases the design of strategically separated Low Level 1215 

IFR routes connected to rotorcraft Point-in-Space approaches / departures at Airports (SNI 1216 
operations) and other dedicated operating sites (city heliports, hospital helipads) 1217 

 En-Route, both in controlled and uncontrolled airspace, RNP-0.3 eases the integration of 1218 
Low Level IFR routes in constraining areas (mountainous terrain or/and environment 1219 
sensitive areas, it’s also relevant for Terminal Airspace) 1220 

1221 
Based on results achieved in the frame of P04.10 First and Second Iterations validation activities, the 1222 
achieved maturity level for the AOM-0810 (at the end of the Project), is V3 (in accordance to E-1223 
OCVM). It has to be noted that P04.10 results will be part of Release 5 (R5 bacth-2) and considered 1224 
as a SESAR 1 Solution (#113: “Optimised Low Level IFR routes for rotorcrafts”). 1225 

1226 
The status of SESAR 1 Solution will allow the community to deploy LLR in Europe as any other 1227 
SESAR Solutions. Accordingly, this means the R&D activities are achieved and then, no work can be 1228 
claimed in SESAR 2020. 1229 

1230 
The following table presents the storyboard of the Maturity Level for the Operational Improvement 1231 
concerned (AOM-0810). 1232 

1233 
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3. Future expected implementation benefits 1252 

The Outcomes of exercises EXE-04.10-VP-818 and 816, have confirmed the benefits (qualitative and 1253 
some quantitative) and provided some foreseen assumption for future implementation and research 1254 
technology activities to be conducted in SESAR2020 such as: 1255 

• Integration and validation of RNP 0.3 all phase of flight (as already verified and monitored1256 
during Flight Trials EXE-818) and assumption to down lower the RNP. This will increase1257 
airspace and airport capacity in some specific environmental operational scenario (i.e:1258 
mountainous areas, congested and rich obstacles environment, urban areas..etc), in which1259 
more tighter corridors and precise paths are required and applicable.1260 

• Integration of ADS-B IN capabilities in addition to integrated on board data link technologies.1261 

• Integration of future rotorcraft i4D concept with regards RTA (Required Time of Arrival).1262 

• Evaluation of additional contingency procedures may occur in case of GNSS signal loss.1263 
Integration/analysis and applicability of AHRS during on board system failure (i.e: activities1264 
related to SESAR2020-PJ.13-02-03).1265 

1266 

4. P04.10-EXE-VP 818 and 815 - Low Level IFR routes Key elements1267 

The integration of Rotorcraft operations in dense / constrained airspace such as Milan TMA has been 1268 
evaluated troughs the solution scenario: 1269 

Designing and testing specific ATS routes defined as “Low Level IFR Routes RNP1/RNP0.3”, (below 1270 
standard flight level structure, e.g. 3000 ft) allowing an optimized use of the airspace (more slots 1271 
available on SIDs and STARs) within Medium dense/complex Terminal Area (Milan TMA). 1272 

A Major benefit of RNP1\RNP 0.3 rotorcraft operations is the ability to support reduced en-route 1273 
obstacle clearance area semi-widths. Additional benefits includes: Airspace de-confliction of low 1274 
altitude airways, more efficient terminal routing in an obstacle rich or noise sensitive (Milan Area) 1275 
terminal environment and SNI operations in dense terminal airspace 1276 

• Class “A” Low Level IFR Route (KY159) RNP 0.3 (3000 ft for the entire route) between Linate1277 
and Malpensa airports1278 

• This kind of route has been designed with RNP 0.3 requirement due to the proximity the1279 
procedure itself to the Restricted Area overhead Milano urban centre (R9).1280 

• RF (Radius to Fix) segment to reduce tactical intervention from the controller.1281 

• Class “A” Low Level IFR Route (KY179) RNP 1.0 (between 3000ft and 6000 ft) between Milan1282 
Area and Lugano CTR1283 

• This route (which links Malpensa and Lugano airports) together with the KY159 (which links1284 
Linate and Malpensa airports) represent the first European example of Low Level IFR routes1285 
network specific for rotorcraft airspace users;1286 

• This low level IFR routes network made up KY159 (RNP0.3) and KY179 (RNP1), and1287 
specified for rotorcraft, allow to connect in IFR mode several airports located within Milan1288 
Area Control Centre with SWISS airspace, specifically with Lugano airport.1289 

Hereafter are graphically presented the solution scenario flown and under controlled ATCO activities 1290 
with regards EXE-04.10-VP-818 (Live Trial), which gives an idea of operations conducted during the 1291 
validation activity. 1292 
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1293 
Figure 4: LLR KY159 (LEMKI to AW003), codified as STAR 1294 

All the KY 159 route during flight validation activities was flown at 120 Kts 3000 feet: All the legs were 1295 
flown with a cross track error (XTE) not appreciable on the display because <0.01Nm. 1296 
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1297 
Figure 5: LLR KY179 (AW003 to PINIK), 1298 

KY179 was executed in ALT_IAS_NAV mode (ALTA mode during climb) at 140 Kts using the MCP 1299 
power setting. During climb the ROC was automatically set at 1000 fpm. 1300 
The XTE also during this phase was not appreciable on the display because near to 0.00 Nm. 1301 
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KY179 has been flown in opposite direction, back from PINIK, and was verified the seamless 1302 
transition to the approach phases: 1303 

1304 

1305 
Figure 6: LLR KY179 (PINIK to Helipad), 1306 

1307 
During this phase the AFCS system was engaged in ALT-IAS-NAV mode. 1308 
The descend was executed at step using ALTA mode. The descend was delayed respect to the TOD 1309 
point calculate by FMS due to ATC clearance, and when cleared the IVSI was increase and hold to 1310 
maximum for ALTA mode (-1500 fpm) in order to reach SRN waypoint at 3000 feet. The approach to 1311 
LIMC(H) was executed as for the previous test, and helicopter land on AW helipad. 1312 
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